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The first science festival for youngsters at Osaka was opened in 1992; researchers and

teachers tried through experiments, demonstrations and lectures, to arouse interests in

natural science in several thousands of young visitors.   The organizers decided to put

forth the programme for the following years; conquering difficulties until today, over

20 years.   Few years afterward the tendency was noticed that the average age of

visitors was getting lower.   The interests tended no more to earnest understanding of

natural sciences, but factors of fun and surprise became more important.   The policy

taken against this tendency was to share the role of researchers and teachers in carrying

out experiments and demonstrations with university students and high-school pupils;

thus stimulating next generation as trainees for researchers and teachers.  

The programme developed quite smoothly owing largely to the ingenious and unselfish

contributions of school and university teachers.   Every year today, after efforts of 20

years, the 2 day festival attracts over 25,000 visitors.   Contributing scientists amount

to 100 and trainees to 200.  Many young trainees deepened interests and insight in the

basic natural sciences through self-learning and self-training for demonstrations and

experiments.   Conspicuous examples are counted as those, who acquired the medals in

the International Physics Olympiads, and who got awarded in the national and local

science contests.   Numerous young trainees later entered the fields of science,

engineering and pedagogy, also in the graduate schools.

The year 2005 was memorised as International Year of Physics and a new scheme was

commenced one year in advance; “the visit to basics of natural science” [1].   In 2009

another new scheme was started; “the outdoor science experiment classes” in the

EXPO park at Osaka [2].  

These methods, hardly realisable in the frame of school education, are proposed here as

successful new active learning for motivated next generation to enter the field of

natural science as researchers and/or teachers.
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